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…message from President

NYDHEE during 2016-17, has travelled a vertical path rather horizontal, both in 
terms of geography and sector specific work. Most of our works were specific 
to Mayurbhanj district besides the study, we conducted in Jharkhand and West 
Bengal. Few distinctive activities, we initiated this year – extending support for 
tribal children facilitating their qualitative schooling with Goonj, water & 
sanitation infrastructure with Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) etc. – were some 
appreciable tasks.   

The very positive sign is, the Team NYDHEE, is growing and showing more 
maturity day-by-day. The Team is just young and passionate, yet to be more 
qualitative in terms of knowledge and skills. Led by Prasant (Executive 
Director), there were series of trainings that the Team has been undergone. 
Each of the capacity sharing sessions enabled their abilities to attend the 
community. The Team, today, has capabilities to handle multiple tasks, that 
helps me realising lesser worry on the Executive Director. 

Funding sources, today, seems very limited. Whether Government or any 
bilateral agencies, receiving funding for a wider set of activities is a massive 
task. Till today, Prasant has been very firm in liaisoning with agencies, 
networking with like-minded institutions and mobilising funds to achieve for 
the Organizational objective in line with societal calls. Though the Board has 
been with the Executive Director's decisions, Prasant's dedication towards 
NYDHEE is instrumental. The Board has been playing catalytic to streamline 
certain supports for the Organization like staff welfare measures, Human 
Resource, Financial etc. policies. 

I take this chance to thank the Governing Board Members, Office bearers and 
the Staff for their labourious work that lifted NYDHEE, where it is today and 
trying to bring the mission of NYDHEE to realization. I'm grateful to the donors, 
who have stood by us. 

May the work of NYDHEE be always applicable to the marginalised sections of 
the people of Odisha and neighbouring state. 

Ranjulata Mahapatra
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Forward
Strong local partnerships ensure the long-term 
sustainability of solutions that are equitable, 
environmentally sound and well-suited to the specific 
needs of each community. NYDHEE has been 
advancing on building its social capital from being 
with community to skill adaptation for its members. 
Working with diverse stakeholders with special focus 
on women and children issues ranging from 
education, health and economy with eco-impacthas 
been prime to all its activities and initiatives. To attain 
such changes, our special trained and passionate 
members attend the community in the villages and 
their collectives. 

Strategically, this year, we realised our work to 
ensure multi-dimensional platforms, facilitating integration and convergence of different 
aspects of the women and children's lives by acknowledging their interconnectedness. 
This year, we practiced few pilots to reposition women, children and communities at the 
centre of social mobilization and livelihoods enhancement. What we envisaged that 
community participation in governance and grassroots democracy – the mission of our 
new approach to deal with rural poverty – from 2017-18 onwards. 

To feel the pulse of our vision - A society where the people believe in participation 
strengthening the process of democratic governance–we're partnering with various 
agencies for continuity and to pilot strategic programmes to influence development 
frameworks strengthening gender equality and interlinking issues like Education, WASH, 
forest & agro-based livelihoods security and environmental sustainability. We, valued 
stakeholders like children and women, banking upon empowering them and to solute the 
cause that deteriorating the socio-economic-environmental building process. 

Successes have been realised! Still, we remain reminding ourselves to re-think the 
successes through a multi-layered review system and design to integrate &act better. I 
must thank our community, team, sponsors, advisors and members of general body for 
their constant contribution and commitment. Simultaneously, we call to the leaders from 
local to global – we're happy to learn. Your passion and association could connect and 
then establish possible support system enabling many lives, smiling further.

May the work of NYDHEE be always applicable to the marginalised sections of the people 
of Odisha and neighbouring state. 

Prasant Muduli
Ex-Officio Secretary cum Executive Director
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NYDHEEin 2016-17,
an Introduction

Evidentially, social capital has 

considerable benefits for a range 

of economic and sociological 

outcomes. NYDHEE has been 

determinant to make certain 

strengths in building social 

capital, evidenced by its 

application to various thematic 

areas. During 2016-17, it's 

interest stemmed from the 

appeal of the concept to 

integrated sociology and 

economics of rural populace. 

Further, it has been valuing 

several ideas including civic 

tradition, civic-ness, civic 

involvement and social cohesion. 

NYDHEE, during 2016-17, had 

been firm on capacity sharing of 

diverse stakeholders - from 

grassroots community to 

government officers and 

academics. The mutual learning-

sharing environment, that the 

organization facilitated at 

various levels resulted in 

developing social capitals across 

themes. "Give a man a fish, he 

will eat for a day. Teach him 

how to fish, he will eat for 

lifetime …" The wisdom of this 

ancient saying enables our team, 

are building confidence, skills 

and capabilities of poor women 

and men, so that they can stand 

for themselves and live better.
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Creating Livelihoods Sustainably 
A sustainable livelihoods approach empowers the poor by seeing them not as victims, 
but as decision-makers with their own sets of priorities. In line, NYDHEE values poor 
as human resources and hence, it facilitates transcendence of a sector-by-sector view 
of development accommodates the variety of economic activities an individual may 
rely on to subsist. To this end, the livelihoods approach takes a more holistic view of 
poverty, considering multiple resources beyond income levels and productivity. 

NYDHEE, through its programmatic approach, is especially unique in mainstreaming 
animal husbandry based livelihoods inclusion with environmental sustainability as a 
consideration of relevance to poverty.

NYDHEE works with agrarian cum forest dwelling communities in Mayurbhanj district 
and thus, enables the rural inhabitants across agricultural prospects and forest 
produces. In collaboration with Heifer International India and TRIFED (Govt. of India), 
it's holistic view of individuals' sources of income and critical resources for 
households departs from the traditional income-centric view of livelihood promotion. 
During 2016-17, the organization facilitated knowledge and skill sharing platforms for 
rural women and men across the themes -
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l 405 women received training on NTFP (tamarind) for sustainable harvest, 
preservation, market linkage and with value addition

l 5000 women (families)have been linked to 'Enterprise Development' initiative 

l 1250 women (families) have been organized as Farmer Producer Company, 
registered in line with govt. regulations 

l 1500 SHG members have been part of 5-Year Prospective Plan &Vision Building 
sessions designing their post-five-year livelihood and beyond

l 1250 SHG members have their Goatery Marketing Plan prepared in line 
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Nuasahi, a village of nearly 200 tribal families under Gosanipal revenue 

of Bankati Panchayat. All HHs have dependency on agriculture, forest 

and daily labour work for sustenance. Women are not separated, but 

mostly integrative to family economy. Twelve women, in 2006, united 

and formed a SHG, Anjali. Through regular group money up to INR 20, 

they initiated their saving and dealing with local banking services. 

However, internal divergences made the SHG sleepy and by 2015, it was 

non-operational.

NYDHEE discovers Anjali and its members in 2015 during the progress 

of its program, MSED, supported by Heifer International India. Through 

a review meeting, it decides to revive the group and rejuvenate with 

newer economic opportunities. Facilitations made addition of another 

3 numbers of women - Anjali was re-shared and refreshed with various 

trainings programs sustaining internal relationships to gaining profit 

out of the unity. In the same year, Anjali receives INR 50K loan from the 

bank for income generation activities - the group adopts veggie 

cultivation as the added option. Each of Anjali's members initiated 

kitchen gardening to field cultivation with on- & off-season vegetables, 

green gram, black gram and groundnut. 

The distinctiveness in the group is they're sharing labour with no cost, 

i.e. mutually supporting on rotational basis. Goat manure, charcoal ash 

and legume leaves are providing nutrients to the crops and the women 

grow green and nutritious veggies for family and market. Each of the 

member, today, are supporting additional 25% - 30% of family economy 

through goatery, veggie cultivation and marketing the surplus. Family's 

male supports in marketing the surplus, however, seed selection to 

harvest, all has been taken care by the Anjali members shared mutually. 

The results are inspiring, that other groups and individuals are inviting 

such solutions for prosperity.

Anjali, re-born & touching lives!
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Education for Societal Change (ESC)

Education has no boundaries like within a classroom, but its larger and inner 
meanings must be realised connecting lives, livelihoods and humanitarian principles. 
NYDHEE's belief in education and its systems & sub-systems is that 'education' with 
its whatever form is the core to any development process and is to value the 'needs & 
deeds' of the people. Therefore, NYDHEE works with the schools at Gram Panchayat 
and Block level and facilitates education, either by individual or by a societal up-
rise,that answer the social-economical-environmental imbalance and in turn bridge 
the knowledge gap with applied functions and manage resources sustainably.

During 2016-17, the understanding of environmental challenges and their root causes 
has evolved and sharpened with the passage of time, so has the concept and practice 
of Environment Education (EE). NYDHEE, working across the region, realises that 
there has been direct dependence of a large proportion of the population on the 
environment for subsistence and its visible consequences. In line, it planned "One 
Child One Plant" campaign with schools for the last three consecutive years. The 
campaign facilitates children led approach meant for the community and to 
understand, to teach and to practice plantation in the region and its after-care as 
well. During 2016-17, nearly 98 school children were networked with another 260 nos. 
of children under "One Child One Plant" campaign.
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Besides, NYDHEE amalgamated with GOONJ (a Delhi based NGO) for project 
'SAKSHYAM', objectively, enabling the tribal children through hand-holding support, 
boosting their abilities 'going-to-school' and entertaining learning. During the year, 
80 nos. of tribal children from Kanachhinda village received books, dress, shoes and 
toys; also, there has been celebration of Raksha Bandhan and Diwali with those 
children with added values of forest conservation. Encouragingly, children led many 
social events and members from the community participated across EE, WATSAN and 
ESC; that is contextual and is therefore meaningful for the learner; encourages critical 
thinking and has a values orientation. Children led "Save Forest" rally, with an aim to 
secure their future against the current odds that are due to forest losses. 

NYDHEE possesses belief that the goal of ESC is not just to reform education and 
society but to transform them, and is thus a process of lifelong learning and action. 
ESC thus goes far beyond EE. 
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What SAKSHYAM is !
SAKSHYAM is meant to enable the needy and make them capable … herewith, 
NYDHEE partnering with GOONJ has been working with the agenda of 
empowering the orphan & marginalized children of Bangriposi block of 
Mayurbhanj district, Odisha. 

Our vision is to improve the quality of life of the children who are more likely to 
be uneducated, malnourished, underprivileged, sick and work in vulnerable 
conditions. 

Our mission is to change the lives of even a smaller group of vulnerable children 
(e.g. 80 nos.) and to bring smiles providing them fitting needs like food, clothing, 
shelter, health care, education, society etc.

NYDHEE, till date, provided books, good clothes, nutritious foods, health care, 
stationeries, safe drinking water and decent sanitary facilities etc. to these 
children. Various educational and recreational activities have been part of daily 
learning-sharing life. We have celebrated some key events Republic Day, Holi, 
Eid, Independence Day, Diwali etc. by distributing sweets and gifts. All these 
have been designed making the children easy living and discovering & adding 
colours to their lives. 
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Enabling Women, the Change-makers

NYDHEE highlights and supports the instrumental role of women and their decisive 

contribution to human development, prosperity and stability in the project locations. 
Across its operational regions, despite the progresses made in closing gaps between 

men and women over the past years, women continue to experience low rates 

regarding participation and access to equal opportunities in all spheres of public life. 

In parallel, the region continues facing several challenges which include a high 

unemployment both for men and women and a low economic growth resulting in an 

increase in illegal migration, child marriage, human trafficking, alcoholism and 

extremism affecting essentially young people.
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NYDHEE, through its 
programmatic and non-
programmatic strategy, has been 
celebrating the participation and 
successes of women in the 
region. The organization, during 
2016-17, further, extended its 
facilitation giving women greater 
and equal opportunities to 
participate in the social and 
economic life; and in turn, could 
constitute one of the solutions to 
current constraints faced by the 
region. During 2016-17, NYDHEE in 
association with Heifer 
International India made an 
outreach of nearly 8000 
community women, sharpening 
their confidence with improved 
skills on animal care & 
management. 

l 5000 families received 
training on goat and poultry 
vaccination, deworming 
&adequate feeding 

l 9 nos. of selected members 
undergone CAVE training

l Organised Corner Stone & 
SHG Management training for 
2250 nos. of SHG members

l Facilitated improved animal 
management training for 
3500 nos. of SHG members

l Nearly 3500 women ( = 
families) led Kitchen Garden 
activities through focused 
sessions 

l Nearly 2250 nos. of members 
of various SHGs undergone 
Gender & Human Rights 
training sessions adding social 
values to life

Building Social Capital
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In addition, the women participants have been congregated to Farmer Producer 
Company under Enterprises Development tag; near about 2250 members of SHGs 
have their goatery marking plan through the process.  

Economic Empowerment

Economic empowerment of women - a key strategy in addressing gender inequality, 
allowing the women to think beyond immediate daily survival and to exercise greater 
control over both their resources and life choices. Evidentially, NYDHEE's facilitation 
enabled the vulnerable groups' participation in the decision-making. The evidence 
also suggests that economic power has been 'converted' into increased social status 
or decision-making power.

Women led micro enterprise has been proven to be the significant tools for 
empowering the women socially and economically. During the year, the results 
showed that impact of micro enterprises based on goatery and poultry contributed 
most positively through economic freedom and social involvement.
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Community WASH & Nutrition

NYDHEE, DURING 2016-17, takes a comprehensive approach to Water, Sanitation and 

Hygiene (WASH) and mainstreaming nutrition management at household level. The 

key strategies adopted were by coupling infrastructure development, community 

mobilization and behaviour change communications to improve WASH and nutrition 

in-take practices. NYDHEE worked closely with local governments and communities 

to address the full life-cycle costs and risks associated with sanitation investments 

and nutrition monitoring. 
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NYDHEE, through its non-
funded, but passionate 
project design, facilitated - 

l "Hand Wash Day" with 98 
nos. of school children 

l Organized 2-day training 
session and one-day on-
field nutrition exhibition 
for 99 nos. of community 
women and men

l Constructed 32 nos. of 
toilets in Brahmani gaon 
village

l Facilitated Research-cum-
Exploratory study in 
association with Native 
Energy on effective uses 
of water filters in 
Jharkhand and West 
Bengal with a sample size 
of 300 households
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Fostering Participation

Participation of community and collaboration with like organizations and/or agency, 
drives growth and yields more positivity. NYDHEE, during 2016-17, strengthened its 
partnership with communities through sustained issue based engagements. 
Simultaneously, its collaboration with GOONJ, Native Energy, Heifer International 
India and certain government agencies like TRIFED and Swachh Bharat Mission. Each 
partnership has a cause beyond funding purposes and community stayed as the 
central stakeholder. 

Bharati Naik, the Woman in Governance!

The Sarapanch of Chandanpur Panchayat under Bangriposi block has a 
different stature. As an independent candidate in Odisha Panchayat Election 
2017, she won and continuing representing her Panchayat. Her journey from 
a marginal farm family house wife with her two son and husband to an 
elected people representative inspires the region, especially her 
understanding on development initiatives and participatory approach makes 
her the 'iron lady' in the local. 

She comes from a nearby block, her post-marriage happy life faces certain 
financial burden after their second son. Daily living and negative savings 
pushes Bharati to find a parallel pay along with her family farming led by 
Ratikanta, her husband. By that time, for NYDHEE, she has been a 
resourceful woman as Bharati has actively been facilitating the learning 
from trainings to her fellow women. NYDHEE recognizes her and she joins 
with the organization as a community facilitator (CF). As the CF, she has 
established remarkable performance across the Panchayats with valued 
rapport with the community. Her understanding regarding goatery based 
livelihoods generation funded through Heifer International India is very firm 
and likely, she facilitates. Her command over the subject, understanding on 
local issues and participatory solutions makes her 'value for the poor'. 

During the last Panchayat election, she gets mobilized by her SHGs mates, 
she stands alone without any political party's support and with 'no money 
trial', still she wins hearts and elected as the Sarapanch for Chandanpur 
Panchayat. Her journey, teaches, financial crisis won't stop, but strong 
determination, dedication and being for the community crowns one as 
leader in governance.
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International Yoga Day 2016

NYDHEE adopted the theme or slogan of International Yoga Day 2016 - "Connect the 
Youth", dedicated for the good health, it attracted the youth to adapt yoga in their 
daily lives. Nearly, 50 nos. of community youth, both male and female, participated in 
the event from 21st - 23rd June 2016. Intense yoga teachers Mr. Sumit Kumar Das, 
Patanjali Ashram and Acharya Arun Ji, Vaidik Gurukul Ashram, Bichhania facilitated 
yoga programme through asana and pranayam.

Nurturing 'Goat Pass-on' for Socio-economic Solidarity

During 2016-17, NYDHEE, under its project banner Mayurbhanj Socio-Economic 
Development (MSED) facilitated two events i.e. in June and November. Women 
practitioners of goatery donated the baby goats (kid) to new members. In two 
phases, there're 101 nos. of kids passed to new members.
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For Surekha (su-rekha), Sustainability Line-up through 
Sharing

She is Surekha, a mother of two male kid lives with her husband Paresh in 
Nischinta, Bangriposhi. She has been with Maa Ambika SHG and having some 
group savings. Her family's financial needs hardly managed through husband's 
occupation and through this group saving. Family has an agriculture based 
livelihoods coupled with little market access to sell the surplus vegetables. 
Health, education and daily needs of the family depend on annual agricultural 
output, however, that can't be sustained solely upon crop husbandry. 

While Surekha's family economy was hindering their dreams, a simple idea, she 
received from her sister coupled with a gift. The idea was to adopt animal 
husbandry with goatery and the gift was a goat kid 'passed on' from her sister. 
She started from the one - quickly attained up to 15 nos. She got associated with 
NYDHEE's programme in 2016, received trainings on improved livestock 
management. Through institutional growth, she got access to market and 
economic progress was seen with social wellness. Her passion into the program 
participation reflects when she gifted two goat kids to other needy women in a 
"pass on" event.

Indigenous Seed 
Exhibition (Desi Bihan 
Mela) 2016

Seed is the basic to production 
and in turn local food security 
and economy. Indigenous seeds 
are harmonized with local 
climate, soil and low-input 
driven in comparison to high 
yielding and hybrid varieties. 
The gradual disappearance of 
the indigenous seeds and more 
dependent on external varieties 
are observable. In this context, 
NYDHEE initiated series of 
community sessions and united 
the seed savers of Bangriposhi and Bisoi blocks at Darkantia village, Dighi Panchayat. 
Nearly, 400 nos. of participants from community, administration, PRI and civil society 
institutions were gathered at the unique platform and shared their seeds along with 
rich experiences of farm-culture.
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Celebrating Republic Day 2017

In an extreme rural village in Odisha, community's understanding on Republic Day 
cannot be purely imagined. NYDHEE reached such village Sikharpanga and celebrated 
the essence of being republic with 47 nos. of SHG women. The aim to this unique 
initiative was to enable the rural populace about their elementary rights and prime 
duties for the nation building process.

"Cloth for Work"

Jaldiha village in Budhikhamari Panchayat accommodates nearly 35 tribal families 
living with average life. Agricultural activities are prime along with forest collections 
and wage work to sustain daily life. The village has mud road with least maintenance, 
which further limits their routine of living. After repeated approach to the 
administration and PRIs, the villagers only received empty promises. When NYDHEE 
joins GOONJ, the idea of 'cloth for work' generated. The villagers agreed to spare 
their men-days to repair the mud road. There're 30 nos. of persons, each from 
households, contributed their labour 2 hours per day in the afternoon, and likely the 
road was completed within 15 days.
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Observation of International Women's Day 2017

NYDHEE salutes the women power and celebrates their abilities shaping the 
households and the society with dignity. Objectively, nearly 90 nos. of women 
including Sarapanch and other PRIs united at Gosanipal village, Bankati Panchayat 
celebrating the women power. Citing examples of Mother Teresa and Arunima Sinha, 
the ground examples of Bharati Naik, Sarapanch - Chandanpur and Sabita Naik, 
Sarapanch - Bankati inspired the women's forum for their contributions in societal 
development. Bharati and Sabita toured from being housewife to an elected people 
representative, Sarapanch - they held the success of women into politics and for rural 
betterment. Women leadership was solely discussed in the platform strengthening 
the socio-economic base of the tribal women. 
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Finance in 2016-17
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Our Inspirations 
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Our Partners
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The Team NYDHEE

Our Board 
Members

Ranjulata Mahapatra
President

Manoranjan Mohanty
Vice-President

Prasant Muduli
Secretary

Neeraj Mishra
Treasurer

Srikant Behera
Member

Madhusmita Mohanty
Member

Panumani Majhi
Member

The Core Team

Prasant Muduli, Executive Director

Simanchal Pradhan, Project Coordinator

Kashiray Soren, Training Coordinator

Bhakta Bandhu Tunga, Cooperative Coordinator

Dusmant Patra, Paravet

Archana Sethy, SHG Mentor

Pushpa Naik, SHG Mentor

Manas Ranjan Mishra, HR & Admin

Bibekananda Sahoo, Finance Officer
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NYDHEE's Vision for 2017-18
"What we envisioned is enhanced community participation in governance and 
grassroots democracy, the key approach to deal with rural poverty"

l NYDHEE in 2017-18 will make a positive impact in our communities - prepare 
young people to be active citizens; embrace and contribute to social change.

l NYDHEE in 2017-18 will be shaped by young people in partnership with adults; 
enjoyed by more young people and adult volunteers; as diverse as the 
communities in which we live.

l Members of Community in 2017-18 will feel empowered, valued and proud.

VISION

A society where the 
people believe in 

participation 
strengthening the 

process of democratic 
governance

MISSION

Facilitating community 
institutions leading the 
process of sustainable 

development for 
uniform economy with 
environment friendly 

approach





Network for Youth Development and Healthy 
Environment [NYDHEE]

PlotNo: LB 422, Phase II, Vimatangi, Kapilaprasad
Bhubaneswar - 751002, Odisha, India

Tele/Fax: +91 674 2593807
Email: info@nydhee.org; Web: www.nydhee.org

www.facebook.com/nydheeodisha, www.twitter.com/nydhee
www.instagram.com/nydheeodisha
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